
With the rapidly increasing volume of clinical and scientific data, and 

hundreds of drugs currently in clinical trials, the task of interpreting 

molecular test results has become increasingly challenging. QCI 

Precision Insights provides scalable, cost-effective genomic clinical 

decision support that delivers concise oncologist-reviewed evidence 

for each biomarker in the context of the cancer sub-type, listing 

information on the mutation’s molecular characteristics, roles in 

disease, and therapeutic, prognostic, and diagnostic implications.

QCI Precision Insights’ team of experts has interpreted more than 

190,000 tumor samples for pathologists and lab directors, ensuring 

the most relevant treatment options are delivered quickly, improving 

turnaround time reliability by 85-90%, and giving laboratories the 

support they require without the need for extra staffing.

Accelerate test turnaround time 

Submit your variant list to QCI 

Precision Insights and receive 

customized, oncologist-reviewed, 

variant-specific content within minutes.

Receive up-to-date insights 

Deliver reports with expert summaries 

of the latest biological, diagnostic, 

prognostic, and therapeutic evidence in 

context of the tumor profile, treatment, 

and country-specific clinical trials.

Leave the heavy-lifting to QIAGEN 

For rare or novel variants, enlist 

QIAGEN’s expert PhD variant scientist 

team to perform the in-depth research, 

curation and interpretation for you.

Sample to Insight

NORTH AMERICA

QIAGEN Clinical Insights 
(QCI®) Precision Insights
Reimagine your clinical interpretation with QCI Precision Insights, 
a professional clinical interpretation service powered by a world-
class team of molecular biologists and oncologists who translate 
molecular data specific to each patient into state-of-the-art clinical 
insights and therapeutic options within minutes.
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*This is a sample report that has been edited to illustrate key components. To view a full report, contact bioinformaticssales@qiagen.com

Identify clinically 
significant variants with 
respect to potential 
treatments.

1

1

Highlight variants with 
evidence of prognostic 
and diagnostic value.

2

2

Include variants with 
potential clinical 
significance and 
associated therapies.

3

3

Ensure a consistent report 
format that clearly conveys 
the degree of importance 
with professional guideline 
levels of evidence for 
variant classification 
(NCCN, AMP/ASCO/
CAP, etc).

4
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Help minimize risk by 
identifying biomarkers 
with potential interactions, 
such as drug sensitivity, 
resistance, or other 
implications.

5
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Provide patient-specific reports to your oncologists 
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Provide detailed 
information on biomarker 
molecular function and 
incidence in disease for 
richer report context.

66

Simplify treatment selection 
by listing clinical trials by 
relevance and country.

88

List molecularly targeted 
therapies specific to your 
country for each clinically 
significant biomarker 
with the type and level of 
evidence supporting the 
selection.

77

“We use QIAGEN’s clinical interpretation 
services for a simple reason: the results 
matter. We know we can rely on QCI 
Precision Insights for a thorough and 
thoughtful analysis, and they are always 
available at the other end of the phone to 
discuss the latest abstracts and publications 
regarding new genomic targets and 
treatments.”

Rick Lanman, MD

Chief Medical Officer, Guardant Health, Inc.

Provide patient-specific reports to your oncologists in a fraction of the time and with greater confidence



Learn more about QCI Precision Insights and the QCI portfolio at www.digitalinsights.qiagen.com/qci-precision-insights 

QCI Interpret is an evidence-based decision support software intended as an aid in the interpretation of variants observed in genomic next-generation sequencing data. The software 
evaluates genomic variants in the context of published biomedical literature, professional association guidelines, publicly available databases, annotations, drug labels, and clinical-trials. 
Based on this evaluation, the software proposes a classification and bibliographic references to aid in the interpretation of observed variants. The software is NOT intended as a primary 
diagnostic tool by physicians or to be used as a substitute for professional healthcare advice. Each laboratory is responsible for ensuring compliance with applicable international, 
national, and local clinical laboratory regulations and other specific accreditations requirements.

QCI Precision Insights does not provide medical services, nor is any QIAGEN employee engaged in the practice of medicine for or on behalf of QIAGEN. QCI Precision Insights report 
content is for professional medical and scientific use only. 
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QCI Interpret 
(for Developers)

QCI 
Interpret

QCI Precision 
Insights

QCI Interpret One
(Coming Soon)

A service to access
QIAGEN Knowledge

Base

Clinical 
decision support 

software

Professional 
interpretation service

Clinical decision support 
software with on-demand 
professional interpretation 

service

Interpretation 
Need

Germline interpretation ✓ ✓ — —

Somatic interpretation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Resources / 
Expertise

References provided for all 
variant classifications ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Oncologist-reviewed 
clinical evidence — — ✓ ✓

Variant Filtering / 
Bioinformatics VCF/variant filtering ✓ ✓ — ✓

Reporting

Report-ready evidence 
summaries

Gene-level 
—

Gene-level 
—

Variant and disease-level 
✓

Variant and disease-level 
✓

Flexible report pdf 
generation — ✓ — ✓

Flexibility to build your 
own report using XML with 
external report generators

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Choose the clinical interpretation solution that best fits your needs

QIAGEN Clinical Insights (QCI)
A clinical interpretation portfolio offering expert-curated knowledge, software and services to support clinical NGS testing 

for any indication, on your platform, with unlimited scalability.

QIAGEN Knowledge Base
Empower your clinical testing with the world’s largest, manually curated knowledge base of clinical and biological findings

20,000,000+
curated clinical findings

1,200,000+
patient cases analyzed

4,000+
articles added/month

20+
years of curation

200+
expert curators




